Abstract. The image sets always contains most of the simple samples and a small number of difficult samples. If the network can automatically select difficult samples, the performance will be improved. In the field of object detection, R-CNN, Fast-RCNN (FRCN) and Faster R-CNN (FRCNN) are regarded as the leader of the detection network architectures. They focus on solving the time efficiency problem, but did not automatically choose difficult samples. The recent Online Hard Examples Mining (OHEM) method is a good solution to this problem. But for small sample sets, the effectiveness is not good enough. In this paper, the feature extraction layer as well as the difficult mining method are designed and applied on Faster-RCNN detector. The network proposed here achieved 78.3% mAP on the PASCAL VOC2007 test set, which are 5.1 point higher than that of FRCNN (VOC2007, 73.2%).
Introduction
For the tasks of both image classification and target detection, the training sets usually have such a feature: the imbalance between the total number (usually large) and the number of labeled samples (usually small). And the lack of the background samples (i.e., the picture area does not belong to any object class area) is also serious. In the object detectors with sliding windows, such as DPM [1] , each object corresponds to 100,000 background samples. In the object-proposal-based detectors [2, 3] , this problem is resolved to some extent, but the imbalance ratio may still be high (70: 1). Booststraping [4] is often used to mine the difficult samples.
In the field of object detection, the popular networks, such as FRCN and Faster R-CNN, did not use booststraping. The depth network trained by the random gradient method (SGD) will produce a huge number of samples. According to this problem, Shrivastava [5] proposed a depth network based on the online sample mining method (OHEM). In each SGD iteration, only the difficult samples will be selected. This strategy is also consistent with the batch sample SGD "freezing", so there is no delay in learning. This structure can meet the online requirements, but the mining capacity will be subject to a certain degree of restriction.
In addition, in the process of object detection, how to extract more effective features is also an important problem. In the image classification filed, Residual Networks (ResNets) [6] proposed by Kai-ming He et al. has a stronger feature extraction capability compared to VGGNet [7] and Google GoogleNet [8] . Its main idea is very simple. In the standard feed forward convolution network, a jump around some layers of the connection was added. A residual block [6] is generated when a layer is jumped, and the convolution is predicted by adding the residual of the input tensor as the input of the next module. Because of the existence of shortcut connections, the flow of data between the residual network layers is smoother. The residual network may obtain more details. But for the small sample problems, contextual information may be more important than detail features.
In this paper, the OHEM method is introduced into the Faster R-CNN detection framework and the difficult samples mining is realized by a deconvolution network. In the feature extraction stage, the Residual Network was combined to build a new network architecture, Funnel OHEM(FOHEM).
Network Structure Design
The architecture of the network FOHEM is shown in Figure 1 . Compared with FRCNN, there are three modifications. Firstly, the simple samples and some small frequency samples can be controlled by introducing the online difficult samples mining method. The training process is more efficient. Besides, the SGD algorithm is modified to remove the original region-based ConvNets heuristic Learning and multi-parameters in order to obtain more accurate and stable test results. Secondly, we use down-sample and then up-sample in the mining phase of the convolution network. The structure is similar to the funnel. Not only more detailed features but also the context information can be extracted. Thirdly, the residual network is used to ensure that the network has stronger feature extraction ability. 
CNN Feature Extraction
The ResNets network is chosen as the basis of the feature extraction network because its feature extraction ability is stronger than VGG. On the other hand, the residual network can avoid using the full connection layer multiple times. Except data mining stage, the stride here corresponds to the various stages of the VGG stride. The RPN stage uses those convolution layer images that are no more than 16 pixels (i.e., conv1 conv2_x, conv3_x, conv4_x,). As shown in table 1 [6] .
RoI Network
The RoI Network has two branches. The first is the RoI_hard (Figure 1 , RoI Network (a)) branch. Given a feature map, it implements forward propagation, and mines the difficult samples from the generated RoIs. The other branch is RoI_use (Figure 1 , RoI Network (b)) branch, which is used to forward and backward the difficult samples mined in the first branch. It also updates the corresponding weights, which are shared between the two branches.
RoI_hard. In each SGD iteration, only a few images enter into the network for learning. Each image contains thousands of proposals. Only the hard_rois are chosen. The hard samples are selected by calculating the loss of each RoI. The rois are sorted based on this loss value. The loss values of the non-hard samples are set to zero. In OHEM ROI Network, two full connection layers, one RoI classification layer and one RoI position regression layer are used to calculate the loss values. In this paper, con5_x (Table 1 , ResNet-101) residual structure is applied. It implements down-samples to 1 * 1 pixel and then up-samples. Therefore, the network can obtain the context information as well as more detailed information. Finally the RoI classification layer and RoI position regression layer (Figure 1 , "RoI Network (a)") are used to calculate the loss. In order to reduce memory and time, the BN layer is fixed.
RoI_use. This layer of the network is equivalent to Fast_RCNN detector [9] .The mined difficult samples are input to the RoI_use network branch. In RoI_Pooling layer, these RoIs are mapped to the corresponding feature map as a fixed size for the subsequent detection task.
Experiments
Some experiments are carried out to validate the effectiveness of the framework proposed in this paper based on the PASCAL VOC data set.
Two standard network architectures, VGG16 [7] and ResNet-101 [6] are compared with our network FOHEM. The stochastic gradient descent optimization function is used. The data set is PASCAL VOC (2007, 2012) . The learning rate is set as 0.001 at the beginning, and is reduced after every 50K iterations. The attenuation coefficient is 0.0005. The proposal selecting rules during training process and testing process are the same as those in [10] .
The results of CNN feature extraction are shown in Table 1 and column 3. We found that the mAP of CNN feature extraction using VGG16 with OHEM is 2% higher than that without OHEM. The mAP of our framework is 5.1% higher than that of Faster R-CNN [10] and 2.5% higher than that of FRCN (OHEM version) [5] . The experimental results indicate that the network FOHEM designed in this paper can improve the detection accuracy effectively. 
Conclusions
A network architecture is designed in this paper. It is based on Faster R-CNN and OHEM. ResNets is applied to extract features. The performance can be improved through difficult samples mining and stronger feature extraction. The experimental results prove its effectiveness.
